electrical engineering
Elliott Bay Design Group (EBDG) offers full-service electrical
engineering support for the marine industry. Our licensed
professional engineers provide a broad range of services
covering both power and control systems onboard vessels
and floating structures.

Arc Flash Study

Capabilities

• Concept through Contract Design
• Detailed Design & Production Support
• Fault Current Analysis
• Protective Device Coordination Studies
• Voltage Drop Calculations
• Integrated System Design
• Power System Analysis
• Incident Response & Forensic Analysis
• Shipyard, Vendor & Regulatory Liaison
• Construction Oversight & Owner Support

Marine Electrical Analysis

EBDG develops comprehensive strategies when planning or
installing new electrical systems and equipment. We conduct
condition assessments and analysis to determine necessary
improvements. Where required, we provide a fault current analysis
or a breaker coordination analysis.

Alternative Power Solutions

EBDG conducts all-electric and alternative power fleet feasibility
studies to help owners understand optimal powering solutions. Our
engineers analyze electric solutions for operational efficiencies with
consideration to life-cycle costs. As part of this service, we navigate
our clients through competing technologies so that the result is
tailored to their specific needs.

Vessel Modernization

During a vessel refit, repower or modernization, consideration must
be given to the electrical systems onboard. Our team of engineers
provide innovative and comprehensive power and control system
upgrades.

Shore Interfaces

When it comes to power interfacing with a shoreside facility, EBDG
designs an electrical panel and switchboard capable of the load
requirements.

Engineer In-field

case studies
Texas DOT Diesel-Electric Ferry

For a particularly demanding ferry route at Port Aransas, the Texas
DOT engaged EBDG for a class of vessels with a diesel-electric
propulsion package. EBDG provided contract design and vendor
liaison for the propulsion package, as well as document review and
on-site owner’s representation during the construction phase.

YAKIMA Incident Response

The YAKIMA experienced a damaging short circuit in the propulsion
motor exciter controls. EBDG responded with a forensic engineering
effort including vessel inspection, drawing review, vendor interface and
response recommendations.

MALASPINA Steering Stand Upgrade

The 1960’s era steering control system aboard the MALASPINA
was nearing the end of its serviceable life. EBDG created a retrofit
design and detailed wiring diagrams which allowed replacement
of components without the expensive installation of new cabling
between the Pilothouse and Steering Gear Room.

AMHS Periodic Safety Test Procedures

Over several years, EBDG developed Periodic Safety Test Procedures
for six of the Alaska Marine Highway System ferries. This effort
required extensive understanding of a variety of mechanical and
electrical systems aboard the vessels, as well as substantial interface
with vessel crews and the US Coast Guard.

Arc Flash Incident Energy Calculations

The Texas DOT Galveston ferry system needed to determine the arc
flash incident energy aboard their vessels. EBDG conducted vessel
checks and extensive modeling and calculations. We developed a
report with mitigation measures and incident energy labels for each
vessel.

Electrical Inspection

electrical experts
EBDG’s electrical team consists of four highly-competent,
cross-trained experts that work collaboratively to ensure
our clients receive the highest quality of service. Together,
they partner with EBDG’s growing team of naval architects,

better to build · better to operate

marine engineers and analysts to deliver solutions that are
better to build and better to operate.
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